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ABSTRACT 
Trading business is a type of business that has the basic concept of buying supplies of goods and reselling 
them with the aim of making a profit. In the current era, people continue to flock to set up a place of business, 
this is due to changes in market conditions as well as increasingly sophisticated economy and technology. JM 
Leather & Shoes continues to supervise and record the processing of goods data, supplier data, expenditure 
data, sales transactions, purchase transactions, and the preparation of reports which are always evaluated 
every month by superiors. During this time, both cashiers and administration record in the ledger. This of 
course causes various problems. Where the process of making reports takes a relatively long time, because 
the administration must first adjust the real stock at the place of business with the stock in the records until 
finally the difference between the two is found. One effort that can be made is to create an application that 
can help facilitate business process activities and minimize the occurrence of errors that could have a negative 
impact on the company's future. With this system, the data processing process from searching, adding, 
changing, to creating reports as evaluation material becomes easier and faster. The risk of data loss or damage 
can also be reduced to a minimum because it has been stored in the database, making it more effective and 
efficient. Future researchers are expected to add features for forecasting the items that are most and least 
desired by customers. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Business trade is something type business Which own draft base buy supply goods supply And sell it 
return with the aim of seeking profit.[1] Supported by technological developments that have developed, 
information system technology is a tool used to display information so that it has useful value for its users. 
Apart from that, the aim of the information system is to provide information services to make activities easier 
to carry out. [2] Apart from this, processing information to support company operations will of course help in 
the company's activities [3]. One of the other benefits of current internet adoption is the ability to switch from 
traditional paper-based information management to computerized system. [4] 

JM Leather & Shoes is a trading business operates in the fashion sector located on Jl. Werkudara No 11 
Legian      Kaja, Badung, Bali. J.M Leather & Shoes sell products with basic leather materials ranging from sandals, 
shoes, wallets, bags, to jackets Skin. For the product manufacturing process, JM Leather & Shoes works the 
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same as professional tailors who are experienced in the field. In his age Which Still spelled out young, that is 
not enough from One For years, JM Leather & Shoes has been able to compete with trading businesses kind. 
This can be seen from sales which continue to increase, with turnover reach range three tens until four tens 
million in one month. 

J.M Leather & Shoes Keep going do supervision and recording to processing data goods, data suppliers, 
data    expenditure, sales transactions, purchase transactions, to manufacture reports that are always evaluated 
every month by superiors. During this time, both cashiers and administration carry out internal records book 
big. Matter This naturally give rise to various problem. Where the process of creating reports takes time which 
takes a relatively long time, because the administration must adjust first between the real stock at the place of 
business and the stock on record until finally the difference between the two was found. Administration too 
needs adapt data expenditure, with transaction sale, purchases, to inventory of goods that will later be used in 
preparation reports, start from report sale, report purchase, report supply goods, report stock hospitalization 
until report profit make a loss. From facet recording transaction, good transaction sale nor transaction purchase, 
Of course Also need Lots Of time, because apart from recording manually, the cashier and administration 
also need to calculate the total price one by one using a calculator, as well         make note sale Which Also in a way 
manually. This will be resulting in quite long queues when there are many customers Which do purchase in 
time Which simultaneously. From facet security, the paper recording system is still less secure, because it is 
not exists right access so that every person Can do change to the data Which There is. [5] 

Currently JM Leather & Shoes needs an information system Point of Sales which will later be able to 
directly view, search, adding or changing data on incoming and outgoing goods, and can create reports 
automatically regarding transactions that occur, start from report sale, report purchase, report supply goods, 
stock taking reports , profit and loss reports, and sales graphs     every day [6]. The Point of Sales Information 
System was created using a website because it can be accessed with any media, whether laptop, cellphone or 
computer [7]. Made expected can help recording, search and making report data more             fast, and The risk of data 
loss or damage can also be reduced minimum Possible Because has stored to in databases.[8] Company 
confidentiality can also be more awake because only can opened after user do login on system.[9]  The method 
used is the Waterfall Method because it has been proven to be effective, where the work process is carried out 
sequentially at each stage from top to bottom. 

Based on description in on, problem Which appear from background behind in on is How “Designing And 
Build a  Information Systems Points of Sales at JM Leather & Shoes based Website ”. 

 
2. RESEARCH METHODS 

This research uses a software development methodology, which has been proven to be effective, 
namely the waterfall method. This waterfall method is carried out sequentially at each stage from top to bottom. 
In this research, the waterfall method is used because it allows for departmentalization and control, so that it 
can minimize errors that will occur at JM Lather & Shoes [10]. In the website development process using the 
Ralavel programming language and the management system uses the MySQL database. Ralavel is used because 
it speeds up application development, makes it easier to develop resources with the best platform to get safer 
applications using security principles[11]. This decision is based on considerations of reliability, speed, and 
good support for application development. This waterfall method starts from the planning, analysis, design 
process stages, and up to the implementation stage in the Purpose of Sales system at JM Leather & Shoes based 
on the website.[12] 
2.1 Literature Review 

Literature study is a series of activities related to methods of collecting library data, reading and taking 
notes and managing research materials [11]. With this activity, researchers gain theoretical and practical 
aspects, and broad insight for writers that can be used as research material.[13] 
2.2 Waterfall Method 
According to, in the development stage of an application or system, the waterfall method is the method most 
widely used for the development stage.[10] This Waterfall method is one of the earliest parts of the SDLC used 
for software development.[14] This waterfall model is also known as the traditional model or classic model. 
The waterfall model is often also called the linear sequential model or classic cycle of life.[15] This waterfall 
model provides a sequential software life flow approach starting from analysis, design, coding, testing and 
support stages. The research method applied in this research is the development of the waterfall method. The 
waterfall method is a systematic and sequential information system development model. The stages in this 
waterfall method are the first: Requirements analysis and definition. System services, constraints and objectives 
are determined by the results of consultations with users which are then defined in detail and function as system 
specifications. The second is System and software design. The system design stage allocates system 
requirements for both hardware and software by forming the overall system architecture. Software design 
involves identifying and describing the software's basic system abstractions and their relationships. The third 
is implementation and unit testing. At this stage, the software design is realized as a series of programs or 
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program units. Testing involves verifying that each unit meets its specifications. Fourth, integration and system 
testing. Individual program units or programs are combined and tested as a complete system to ensure whether 
they comply with software requirements or not. After testing, the last step is that the software can be sent to 
the customer. Operation and maintenance. Usually (although not always), this stage is the longest stage. The 
system is installed and used in real life [16]. 
 

 
Figure 1. Waterfall Method 

2.3 Data collection 
In study This use several methods as tool      or means of collecting data. Data collection is divided into 

primary data and secondary data.[17] Primary Data is data obtained directly from source concerned. [18] There 
are 2 types of this method that is the first method Interviews namely researchers dig information with speak 
directly with source person. Consult with party Which concerned For get data Which needed researcher in 
designing and building systems [13]. The second method Observation, Observation done in a way direct with 
do observation at JM Leather & Shoes. Observations were made by following ongoing business processes, 
starting from the retrieval process goods from suppliers, buying and selling transaction processes, to 
manufacturing report. Next, the second data is secondary data. Secondary data collection methods are divided            
in two that is the first method documentation Which done on study This is by collecting some product sales 
data such as sales recaps daily. The second is Method Literature, where the data taken from journal and books 
Which can support study. As for book or journal which is used in this research is a book that discusses systems, 
information, point of sales, sale, inventory, UML, Databases, Website, and theories Which other. 
2.4 Data analysis 

At the data analysis stage, the data obtained at JM Leather & Shoes is then analyzed to become 
information so that the results can be understood to solve problems related to research at JM Leather & Shoes. 

 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

JM Leather & Shoes is a company operating in the fashion sector such as selling bags, shoes and 
sandals which has great potential for growth. This company is strategically located on Jl. Werkudara no 11 
Legian        Kaja, Badung, Bali. J.M Leather & Shoes sell products with data base and work the same as professional 
tailors who are experienced in the field. 
3.1 Continuous System Analysis 

Analysis Which done in study This based on information from the owner regarding the system flow 
which is running well sale nor purchase on J.M Leather & Shoes. Before building a Point of Sales information 
system, first explained explanation regarding the flow happen sale and purchase. Dobson 
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Figure 2. Document Flow Diagram of Merchandise Purchase Procedures 

On Genre document procedure purchase goods trade moment this goes, following is the procedure: 
1) Started from part admin Which do inspection to inventory trade on J.M Leather & Shoes 
2) After do inspection, admin do record            to supply goods Which start thinning the supplies. 
3) Furthermore, notes the submitted to owner. 
4) Owner does book to suppliers in accordance notes goods Which will be purchased from admin. 
5) The supplier calculates the total purchase of goods and how much is required paid. 
6) Suppliers deliver goods Which purchased to owner. 
7) Owner does payment. 
8) Suppliers accept payment and then return     notes item purchased to the owner. 
9) Owner delivers notes purchase to admin. 
10) Admin do record purchase goods trade in book big. 
11) Process complete. 

 
From problem Which There is based on results analysis system Which currently walk, so submitted a 

system design Which    Later it can help minimize and overcome problems existing with a description in each 
system flow diagram as follows. 
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Figure 3. System Flow Diagram Procedure for Purchasing Goods from Suppliers 

explains the document flow of purchasing procedures goods to suppliers Which submitted, below is the 
procedure: 

1) First, admins inspect supply goods with use system Which There is, where data the has stored in the 
databases inventory. 

2) System will display data Which start thinning inventory, so the admin just needs to print a list of items 
Which must purchase. 

3) Next, the admin submits a printout of the list of required items purchased to the owner, and the owner 
handed over the list to suppliers. 

4) Step next No There is difference with process Which moment This walk, start from calculation total Which 
must paid, Payment, to returning the printout of the list of items received buy. 

5) admin do input data transaction purchase Which Then data the stored to in databases transaction purchase. 
6) Process finished. 

 
3.2 Problem Analysis 

There are several problems or weaknesses with JM Leather & Shoes, so that methods have been 
analyzed to identify problems that is with Method PIECES namely Analysis Performance Based on the analysis 
that has been carried out in the process making report sale, purchase and supply goods Still It takes a relatively 
long time [19] because it is still in use the system is not yet computerized, so performance is not yet possible 
done with maximum. The second is Analysis Information , Weaknesses information Which There is in J.M 
Leather & Shoes that is Data recording of incoming and outgoing goods is still being carried out using sheets 
of paper (ledgers), while production There's not just one thing found in JM Leather & Shoes, so allows errors 
to occur when recording data and influential to in accuracy report Which produced And information that 
delivered less appropriate. And the third is Control Analysis yet exists security access on J.M Leather & Shoes 
is problem with this analysis. This is because of data still can changed by various parties so it is not possible to 
know which one data Which original. In system Which will designed, there is right access so that not just any 
person Can use it. The fourth is Analysis Efficiency, At JM Leather & Shoes there are still weaknesses in terms 
efficiency happen waste on need for processing recording data goods enter and go out Which is data for making 
reports, the place to store data is inadequate so the workflow at JM Leather & Shoes cannot be said yet efficient. 
The fifth is Analysis Service, Service Still Not yet maximum because system Which used on J.M Leather & 
Shoes still own Lots Of lack, so that recording Not yet accurate and results Which desired need long time. 
3.3 Analysis Need Functional 

Functional requirements are functional requirements which are all processes carried out by the system 
and indicate the facilities needed in the system [20].  Function from system information Points of Sales 
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Which will made that is The system that will be designed is expected to be able to do management data including 
Users can enter data Which required in accordance with production which found in JM Leather & Shoes, User 
can displays data Which has in insert to in system, User can add, change, disable And search for data so that 
data in accordance. As well as the system This expected capable produce information Which required by J.M 
Leather & Shoes, among them the system can display and print reports from the data has been managed, the 
system can display and print sales reports, Purchase Report, Inventory Report, Stock Report hospitalization, 
Report Profit Make a loss, And Chart sale daily. 
3.4 Analysis Need Non-Functional 

Functional Requirements are requirements that describe how the system will work in the future. [21]  
In analyzing non-functional requirements, there are several things Which required for support system 
information Points of Sales, the following include devices soft supporter system that is OS Windows, MySql, 
Xampp, Sublime Text, Laravel, PHP, HTML, And Bootstrapping. For Devices hard supporter system Which 
needed with specifications Which adequate (LCD, keyboards, hard disk, memory, printers, processor, Scan 
barcode) 
3.5 Use Case Diagrams 

Use Cases is a modeling for the behavior of the software application that will be created which contains 
description function from A system from user perspective[22], Use cases work in a way describe typical 
interaction between the user of a system and the system yourself through a story How A system used. Following 
This is Use Cases Diagram for System Point Of Sales Information 
 

Figure 4. Use Case Diagram 

 
Narrative use case is a function to explain in more detail the elements in the Use Case Diagram[23] 

 
Table 1. Description of Use Case Diagram Main Menu 

 
Narrative Use Cases Points of Sales 

Objective 

- For Enter into the application and managing master data, transactions, and report. 
- If actor login as owner, then actor can do all transaction, report and processing data contained in 

the Point of application Sales. 
- If actor login as admin, then actor can do processing data in the master data menu, menu 

transaction purchase, And report. 
- If the actor logs in as a cashier, then actor can do processing transaction sale. 
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Description 
System these enabling actors for manage data on point of application sales start from plus, edit, 
until making report. 

Scenario Main 

Actor Owner, Admin, And Cashier 

Condition Beginning Actor open application point of sales 
Action Actor Reaction System 

1. Actor (Admin, Owner) Select the 
Menu button Masters data 

The system will display submenu masters data between other, Account, Category, Product, 
Users, Members, Suppliers, Expenditure, And Stock Hospitalization. 

 
2. Actor choose knob   Menu Transaction 

The system will displays submenu purchase transactions contained therein there is return 
purchase And print note (Admin, Owner), Transaction Sale Which inside it there is 
choose print note (Cashier, Owner) 

3.Actor (Admin, Owner) selecting the 
Menu button Report 

The system will displays submenu Report, among them report sale, report purchase, report 
supply goods, report stock hospitalization, profit report make a loss. 

Condition End 

If the command is appropriate, then the system will displays as desired by Actor. And actor can 
do processing data in accordance with right access each. 

 
3.6 Class Diagram 

A class diagram is a type of diagram in UML that is used to display the classes and packages that 
exist in a system that will later be used. [24] Class diagrams describe the attributes, operations and constraints 
that occur in the system Class diagrams are not only used for visualizing, describe, and document various 
system aspects, but also to build executable code from application device soft. Following This is Class 
diagram on application Points of Sales can see on picture.[25] 

 

 
Figure 5. Class Diagram 

 
3.7 System Analysis and Implementation 

The login page is the first page that appears when the system is opened. On this page the user must enter 
their email and password. After the email and password are filled in, use the Sign In button to enter the system. 
The login display can be seen in Figure 6 
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Figure 6. Login Page 

 
The following is the login display as admin, on this page there are several menus contained in it such as 

the Master data menu which consists of account, category, product, supplier, member, expenditure, stock taking 
and user data. Next is the transaction menu which includes a purchase transaction menu. Finally, there is a 
report menu, starting from sales reports, purchases, inventory, stock taking, to profit and loss reports can be 
seen in Figure 7. 

 

 
Figure 7. Main Admin Page 
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The following is a display of the main page of the product data menu. In this menu there is a list of 
products and there are also several menus such as adding data, changing data, and searching for product data. 
The main display of the product data menu can be seen in Figure 8. 

 

 
Figure 8. Main Product Page 

 
The following is the main display of the supplier data menu. In this menu there is a list of suppliers and 

there are also several menus such as adding data, changing data, and searching for supplier data. The main 
display of the supplier data menu can be seen in Figure 9 

 
Figure 9. Supplier Main Page 

 
The following is the main display of the stock taking menu which is used to manage original stock 

data with system stock. On this page there is a button to add stock taking data. The stock taking page display 
can be seen in Figure 10 below. 

 
Figure 10. Main page of Stock of Name 

The following is a display of sales data resulting from sales transactions that have occurred. There is 
a new Transaction button to add transaction data. The sales data page display can be seen in Figure 11 below. 
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Figure 11. Main Sales Data Page 

 
The following is a display of the sales transaction page that can be seen when the user presses the new 

transaction button on the sales data. The sales transaction page display can be seen in Figure 12 below. 

 
Figure 12. Main Sales Transaction Page 

 
The following is a display of purchase data resulting from purchase transactions that have occurred. 

There is a new transaction button to add transaction data, and a return button to return purchased goods to the 
supplier if the goods are inappropriate or damaged. The purchase data page display can be seen in Figure 13 
below. 

 

Figure 13. Main Page of Successful Purchase Transaction 

The following is a sales report display that can be set according to the selected date. There is a print 
button to print the report results. The sales report page display can be seen in Figure 14 below. 
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Figure 14. Sales Data Report 

 
4. CONCLUSION 

Based on the results of the discussions that have been carried out, it can be concluded that the Point 
of Sales Information System using the waterfall method has been successfully built and designed to process 
data which includes searching, adding, changing, and creating reports. With this system, it can help companies 
in that company operational activities are no longer carried out manually, so that they are more effective and 
efficient and can minimize recording errors. Future researchers are expected to add features to predict which 
items are most and least sought after by customers. 
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